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1. A personal area of interest: independent assignment
2. Investigative reporting assignments
3. Biological diversity: Why is it important?
4. The Detroit International Wildlife Refuge 
5. Nuclear weapons 
6. Disarmament of nuclear weapons
7. Civil rights
8. Endangered species
9. Native American struggles
10. Oil, pipelines and fracking 
11. Alternative energy - zero point energy
12. Liquefied natural gas
13. Overview of alternative fuel features
14. The great lakes: pollution and invasive species
15. Disclosure Project - secrets and technology
16. Water shed cleanups 
17. Secure voting vs credit card machines
18. World availability of oil and natural gas
19. Converting nuclear power plants
20. Debate over the transitional energy fuel
21. Human rights and resources & development
22. Pork-barrel projects nationwide
23. Cultural problems in the third world development
24. World famine update
25. Intricate ecology of the tidelands
26. Intricate ecology of the Great Lakes
27. Smog buildup in unlikely places or ”Where does L.A.’s 

smog go?”
28. Trade wars and their impact
29. Bad times for us agriculture
30. Us dependence on mineral & energy imports
31. Inventions suppressed by the auto makers or “how 

cars can get a great mileage”
32. The Tesla coils or  “how to get electricity from the air”
33. Monarch butterflies
34. Endangered Michigan Song Birds 
35. The global 2018 UN report for environmental quality

36. Problems of the world’s fisheries
37. Can the oceans be destroyed?
38. The carbon dioxide problem
39. Destruction of the ozone layer
40. European ecology movement
41. The Australian ecology
42. Ways to save the whales
43. Safe chemical’s on food labels or “Is it hard to avoid 

cancer causing agents in food?”
44. Cancer in the workplace
45. How to relieve stress
46. Battles over electromagnetic radiation
47. Low-level radiation
48. Potential of large-scale and electricity generators
49. Environmental book reviews
50. Topics in the nutrition category
51. Solutions to the taxi chemical problem
52. Forest herbicide problem
53. The environmental horrors of modern wars
54. Unknown and tasty crops for your garden
55. Expanding food production via drought tolerant crops
56. Biodynamic and French intensive gardening
57. Flint and public water quality vs. Nestle water bottling
58. Problems in National Parks
59. Civil disobedience and protesting 
60. Problems with solar energy satellites
61. Health topics
62. Ponds and marshes to purify sewage
63. Raising fish in your backyard
64. Using heat from power plants
65. Emergency endangered species rescue project
66. Wildlife refuge development
67. Weaponization of space
68. Freedom of the press
69. Food production and climate destruction 
70. Public education and awareness outreach on 

biodiversity and human rights

United Earth Fund (UEF) Student Organization Forming:
• Students: Join in to cover topics & issues and stories that interest you.
• Choose assignments that create local and regional news and public awareness programs. 
• Participate in making a difference with local, regional news and public awareness initiatives on vital topics.
• Contribute your class research or elective school assignments to help create news & documentary programs.

We need the following 3 - 10 minute production scripts:

For more information contact UEF: 
Al Licari

Founder1978@UnitedEarthFund.org
P.O. Box 2251, Ann Arbor, MI 48106

*A script is an organized compilation 
of research, reporting and/or content 
from individuals or teams that create 
news, documentary and public 
awareness programs.


